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M.C. Escher (1898–1972)





The Escherization Problem

Given a shape S, find a new shape T such that 
1. Copies of T tile the plane
2. T is as close as possible to S



Isohedral tilings are excellent for computer-
based ornamental design:

They correspond to an intuitive notion 
of an “orderly” tiling.

They admit a compact symbolic 
description that supports efficient 
computation.



93 Isohedral types



Every isohedral type can be described by one of 
11 topological types together with an incidence 
symbol that records adjacency relationships with 
neighbouring tiles.

The 11 Laves tilings



Every isohedral type can be described by one of 
11 topological types together with an incidence 
symbol that records adjacency relationships with 
neighbouring tiles.
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[a+b+c+c–b–a–;a–c+b+]

Unique letters ⇒ Unique curve shapes
Signs and 

adjacencies
⇒ Constraints on curve 

shapes
Symmetries ⇒ Space of positions for 

tiling vertices

Incidence symbols





Per-type information

Tiling vertex parameterization

Incidence symbol



Per-tile information

Vertex parameters

Edge shapes









Define a function f(x) that turns a tuple x ∈ ℝn 
into the corresponding tile shape.

Now compute
argmin d( f(x), S )  

where d is a distance metric between shapes.
x ∈ ℝn 





Turning functions

Fraction of arclength
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An efficiently computable metric for comparing 
polygonal shapes [Arkin et al., 1991]
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Isohedral numbers give a rough estimate of the 
complexity of a shape that tiles the plane.

[Heesch 1935]



[Myers]



Isohedral numbers give a rough estimate of the 
complexity of a shape that tiles the plane.

Heesch numbers give a rough estimate of the 
complexity of a shape that does not tile the plane.



Can K be completely surrounded using 
copies of S?



A surround of K by S is a set of tiles Si 
such that:

1. Every Si has at least one point in common with K
2. The union of K with the Si is a topological disc
3. K lies entirely in the interior of the disc



Define the 0-corona of S to be S itself.

Define a (k+1)-corona of S to be any 
surround of any k-corona of S by copies 
of S.

The Heesch number of S is the largest k 
for which S has a k-corona.

Heesch numbers



Heesch’s problem

What positive integers are Heesch 
numbers? That is, for which k does 
there exist a non-tiler with Heesch 
number k?







Heesch Number 1
[Heesch 1968]







Heesch Number 2
[Fontaine 1991]



Heesch Number 3 
[Ammann 1991]



3-Hexapillar











Heesch number 4
[Mann 2001]



5-Hexapillar



5-Hexapillar
Heesch Number 5

[Mann 2001]



`
1 [Heesch 1968]

2 [Fontaine 1991]

3 [Ammann] 4 [Mann]

5 [Mann]



[Myers]



The four non-tiling heptominoes

H = 1 H = 1 H = 0



Heesch number 2

Heesch number 3



An k-snake of length n is a simple polygon 
formed from n unit-length steps in the 
directions of the edges of a regular 2k-gon.



2-snakes

3-snakes

4-snakes

5-snakes



06591146 06711256 06811356

06812357 06821357 06911456



1 surround 
of size 8

2 surrounds 
of size 8







Size of surround Number of surrounds

4 9

5 44

6 170

7 308

8 397

9 456

10 508

11 448

12 332

13 224

14 144

15 64

16 16





Size Number
4 35
5 3,384
6 83,316
7 646,096
8 1,786,808
9 1,840,678
10 651,102
11 63,771
12 1,272

Size Number
4 4
5 124
6 1,140
7 4,148
8 5,603
9 2,510
10 298
11 4



Size of surround Number of surrounds

4 37

5 3,407

6 64,925

7 480,214

8 1,645,969

9 2,883,512

10 2,488,191

11 966,278

12 124,954

13 2,892

14



Size of surround Number of surrounds

4 37

5 3,407

6 64,925

7 480,214

8 1,645,969

9 2,883,512

10 2,488,191

11 966,278

12 124,954

13 2,892

14 1



The unique surround of size 14 of the L-pentomino:

…Exercise!



Good Fences!
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PUZZLE PAGE

Fence in the Z-Pentomino
—Craig S. Kaplan

The last issue’s puzzle was so fun, 
we’re running a variation this time. In 
the grid below, build a “good fence’’ 
around the given Z-pentomino.
You must surround the shape with 
copies of itself, where each copy 
has at least one point in common 

with the original. Copies may be
rotated, reflected, or both, and they 
may not overlap each other except at
their boundaries. What is the maxi-
mum number of copies you can lay
down this way, all touching the origi-
nal pentomino?

VARIABLE data

Because this puzzle might involve 
a healthy amount of erasing and 
redrawing, we’ve made a pdf that you 
can print out and work on at maa.org/
maa-focus-supplements.

 An interactive version of “Good 
Fences” is available for iOS and An-
droid. For more information, please 
see isohedral.ca/goodfences. 

Craig S. Kaplan is a professor at the Uni-

versity of Waterloo in Waterloo, Ontario, 

Canada.



Challenge Question

Is there a polygon with a surround of 
size less than 4?











Challenge Question

Is there a polygon with a surround of 
size less than 4   3?



Voderberg’s tile



Casey Mann, 2002



Challenge Question

What is the computational complexity 
of determining surroundability?  Of 
finding the largest surround? Of 
counting all surrounds?

What is the complexity of computing a 
polygon’s Heesch number?



The Tiling Problem
Given a shape S, does S tile the plane?

Not known whether there’s an algorithm for 
the tiling problem.



The Tiling Problem
Given a shape S, does S tile the plane?

Not known whether there’s an algorithm for 
the tiling problem.

If there’s an upper limit on Heesch numbers, 
then the tiling problem is decidable!



Thank you
Craig S. Kaplan

csk@uwaterloo.ca
@cs_kaplan

www.cgl.uwaterloo.ca/csk 
isohedral.ca


